ACROSS
1 Golden box for artist and players (9)
9 Work for the party (6)
10 Hang oranges round part of a rabbit (6)
11 Look closely at contemporary (4)
12 This group rocks! (6)
13 Marginalises the team script (9)
15 A dare, we’re told, for socialist (3)
16 Wizard craftsman (6)
19 Information about little soldier (3)
21 Plunder for tablet generation! (7)
22 Oriental festival on third of June (7)
24 Old footballer’s legislation (3)
26 Some dinner vessels hide the jitters (6)
29 Sea vessel for newspaper worker, commonly (3)
31 Lack of company turning into a soil product (9)
32 Howzat for a quiet ring? (6)
34 One bird bit another (4)
35 Own Scottish streets outside for paragons of
virtue (6)
36 Strode around this part of England (6)
37 Old premier’s happy with his weight (9)
DOWN
2 Subject iron treatment for artist (6)
3 Sounded just like Hedwig and laughed (6)
4 Still point to shoddy ornaments in charge (6)
5 Full of Peter’s innovation about the French (7)
6 Animal confounding 1 (9)
7 Blimey, half a score retreat with an instrument (6)
8 Limb that’s powerful for Scottish rugby great (9)
9 Little sprog - can you see him? (3)
14 Idle work for Old Nick in Scotland (4)
17 Cross out raids for Europeans (9)
18 Cut the prices of fabric? (9)
19 Could be hair on back of pin (3)
20 Modern points - three of them (3)
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A case of pins and needles requires some tuition (4)
Winding lanes follow a right club (7)
Newspaper item about wine (6)
Shut down near to Germany (6)
Harsh crits dealt out to original teachers (6)
Hygiene problem’s a heavyweight US city (6)
Allow some subtle tactics (3)

